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The Month in RFICs: TriQuint prospects excite
Quinsey…Tegal delivers its first net profit since 2000…
Skyworks moves to 6 inch wafers…Swedish TranSiC is
first with power switch.

Photoresist cuts strengthen Skyworks’ gross margin:
Six Sigma analysis has driven cuts in Skyworks’
photoresist consumption and has resulted in annual
savings in excess of $450,000, according to Jens Riege.
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SiC readies itself to save the world: But can the
industry’s businesses save themselves as they compete
with each other in a tight niche for limited sales to final
consumers? Andy Extance was in Otsu, Japan, to
document the aspirations and growing pains, as well as
the latest research on show in this maturing field at
ICSCRM 2007.
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TriQuint joins the integration game: TriQuint
Semiconductor has united its HBTs and PHEMTs with a
BiHEMT process that promises to integrate power
amplifiers and antenna switches on the same chip,
according to Tim Henderson.

Anadigics

Opening up
Anadigics CEO Bami Bastani has
revealed why the RFIC maker missed its
latest quarterly profit target, despite
over-achieving on sales. p7
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The Month in HB-LEDs: Nichia and Seoul spat deepens…
Cash-rich Cree eyes acquisitions…Kingbright told to
destroy its LEDs.
Beijing nights
Cree will supply high-brightness LEDs
to light up the Olympic swimming pool
at next year’s Beijing Games. p9
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The Month in Optoelectronics: System builders get
concentrators qualified…Car makers spur on IPG…US
awards $21.7 m solar funds.
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Portfolio: Aixtron continues its upward march
An entrenched position in the MOCVD equipment
sector and the continued surge in demand for tools from
LED manufacturers made Aixtron’s stock one of the
hottest investments in a tumultuous year on the
exchanges.

TriQuint

Cree

Single-chip solution
TriQuint is addressing the demand for
smaller devices with greater
functionality with a BiHEMT process
that combines HBTs and PHEMTs on
one chip. p21
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Rings speed wavelength switching: Micro-ring full-band
tunable lasers can deliver fast and stable wavelength
switching. This makes them the ideal candidate for nextgeneration networks employing optical packet-switching
technology, say Shinji Matsuo and Toru Segawa from
NTT Photonics Laboratories, Japan.

28

Research Review: Dots deliver phosphor-free white
light…UCSB ramps non-polar blue LED output power.

Main cover image: Aixtron and Veeco are witnessing a sustained increase in
orders for MOCVD equipment, as LED epiwafer manufacturers prepare
themselves for a ramp in production. This image shows a non-polar InGaN/
GaN emitter developed by US researchers. See pp 12 and 28. Credit: UCSB.
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Giants’ steps
If you asked somebody at random to name a semiconductor
company, the chances are most people would say: “Intel”.
Now, there aren’t really any compound semiconductor
companies that make for household names (yet), but if you
had to pick the “Intel” of the GaAs world, there’s a fair chance
that you’d say: “RF Micro Devices”.
These two firms are the kingpins in silicon and GaAs semiconductors.
One thing that really characterizes them is their commitment to research
and the development of new transistor technologies. It is, after all, Intel’s
Gordon Moore whose eponymous “law” is most closely associated with
the forward march of semiconductor performance.
Intel is not one for resting on its laurels. Months ahead of its rivals,
it has just become the first to launch commercial designs based on the
45 nm technology “node”. These designs are revolutionary transistors
featuring metal gates and a high-k gate dielectric based on the rare
element hafnium – a feat that Moore himself regards as the biggest
change in transistor technology in four decades.
“Intel is not one
Down at RFMD, there are parallels. The
for resting on its
Greensboro firm, which was the first to really
exploit the GaAs HBT in cell phone handsets,
laurels.”
has been secretly working on a BiFET process,
and what it describes as a revolutionary GaAs transistor. GaN HEMTs are
also set for volume production and we await further details with interest.
What’s noticeable about the way in which Intel now promotes itself
is the importance placed on materials, something that the compounds
industry has inevitably focused on as a matter of course. Go to the Intel
webpages covering 45 nm technology and you’ll be assailed with the
section of the periodic table in which hafnium resides.
Beyond 2009, Intel might just be taking a closer look at groups III and
V. In fact, its researchers already are – with a view to using compound
semiconductor transistors around the middle of the next decade.
This convergence of silicon and compound semiconductors will
be one of the critical industry themes under discussion at our 2008
Key Conference, for which we’re heading back to the Florida Keys for the
first time in five years. Mike Mayberry, Intel’s director of components
research, is presenting a keynote talk at the event. To get a look at the
future of Intel – and of the wider compound semiconductor business
– sign up for the event now at compoundsemiconductor.net.
Michael Hatcher Editor
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Sun, sea, sand and
stimulating speakers...

at the Key Conference 2–4 March 2008
Register today at compoundsemiconductor.net/cws/Key/Registration.do.
Join an exclusive group of fellow business
professionals and hear about future developments,
news and applications from prominent speakers in
the compound semiconductor industry.
Here are just a few of the speakers who will be presenting at
this event:

•Shuji Nakamura (University of California, Santa Barbara)
•Eugene Fitzgerald (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
•Alexei Erchak (Luminus Devices)

It doesn’t stop there – you can
also enjoy a boat cruise,*
a beach barbecue and sporting
activities that all take place
around the beautiful venue of
Casa Marina Resort in Key West,
Florida.

*Actual event may vary from image.

For more information, visit compoundsemiconductor.net/key.
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Blooming RFMD charts its future plans

By Andy Extance
As the first in a swathe of new technologies
that the company is planning to introduce,
power amplifiers (PAs) featuring GaAs
BiFET technology will begin contributing
to RF Micro Device’s (RFMD’s) sales
before the end of this year.
Although rivals including Skyworks
Solutions, Anadigics and TriQuint Semiconductor have all either introduced or
demonstrated their own versions of the
integrated transistor technology, RFMD has
until now stuck to using individual HBTs
and PHEMTs in its circuit designs.
More innovation appears to be on the way.
According to Vic Steel, RFMD’s president
of corporate research and development, the
BiFETs are to be followed in 2008 by an
unspecified next-generation GaAs technology that will be “quite revolutionary”.
RFMD’s new technologies seek to
integrate the greater switching requirements necessary for multiband PAs in the
latest mobile handsets. The need to switch
between different signal-transmission pro-

tocols can still result in multiple PAs being
deployed in individual handsets.
Also set to come out of RFMD’s labs over
the next year is a system that brings complex
switching functionality back into a single
PA. This is the promise held by the Greensboro company’s new RF MEMS technology
that it says can be deployed on top of circuits
made using silicon CMOS, SiGe or GaAs.
Featuring another innovation – wafer-level
hermetic sealing – these MEMS switching
devices will be sampled in 2008 and will
ramp to production in 2009.
Away from handsets, RFMD has qual
ified the GaN wafer process that it is using
to make 48 V PAs for cellular base stations.
According to Steel, these PAs are so efficient that it has been possible to operate
them without cooling fans, which is unheard
of with the dominant silicon LDMOS technology widely used today.
In an interesting move designed to
exploit its existing technologies further,
RFMD will also begin selling its switches
as discrete products, away from the handset

space. This is the first example of something that the number-one PA maker calls
the “second return on investments”, which
it will be able to achieve following its acquisition of Sirenza Microdevices.
Sirenza has been realigned as the majority of RFMD’s new multimarket product
group, which is headed up by former Sirenza
CEO Bob van Buskirk. Having reduced its
reliance on the handset market through the
Sirenza deal, RFMD is now talking publicly
about ways to diversify further. Steel said in
an investor presentation that the company is
considering whether it should start developing LED technology.
And in a thought that hints at plans for
world domination, the firm is even looking
seriously at getting into the GaAs photo
voltaic business, which Steel says would be
“a logical follow-on to the investment in our
GaAs wafer fab”.
● RFMD posted a blow-out financial
quarter, registering nearly $256 million
in sales – a sequential rise of 21% – in the
three months that ended September 30.

Market Report

After two years of relatively sluggish
growth, the market for LEDs is expected to
accelerate back to double-digit expansion.
Jagdish Rebello, the lead author of the
latest report from analyst company iSuppli,
forecasts that emerging applications, such
as large-scale LCD backlights, automotive
lighting and general illumination, will drive
the market to an annual value of more than
$12 billion by 2012.
That figure is double Rebello’s estimate
of the 2007 market, equating to a compound annual growth rate of approximately
15% over the next five years – a significant
uptick from the market growth of around
5% seen in 2005 and 2006.
Rebello’s estimates include both standard
brightness LEDs, such as those used in
small indicator lights, and high-brightness
LEDs deployed in more demanding applications. While the market for standard LEDs,
which he defines as those emitting less
than 100 mcd, has peaked already and will
decline from now on, high-brightness and
power LEDs will account for just in excess
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Apple

LED sales bounce back
to double-digit growth

Apple’s MacBook Pro is among the first laptop computers to feature LED backlight units. iSuppli predicts
that nearly a quarter of all laptops sold in 2012 will feature LED backlights, generating a $258 million market.

of $4 billion of the total market in 2007.
Rebello predicts a high-brightness LED
sector approaching $7 billion in value by
2012, and a market for power LEDs (defined
as drawing more than 500 mW input power)
of almost $4 billion.
The lackluster market growth seen over
the past couple of years has been attributed to slower-than-expected acceptance of
HB-LED technology in large LCD panel
backlights for PC screens and televisions.
But there are now signs that HB-LEDs are
making significant inroads into LCD panel
backlights used in notebook PCs, where the
superior power consumption of solid-state
technology provides an advantage over
cold-cathode fluorescent lamps. Models
like Apple’s MacBook Pro use LEDs, while

compoundsemiconductor.net

key Taiwanese panel makers Chi Mei Optoelectronics and AU Optronics have introduced a line of LED-backlit products.
Although laptops with an LED backlight
currently command a market penetration of
only 1% among notebook PCs, Rebello predicts that this will rise to almost a quarter
by 2012. If that forecast is correct, it would
translate to some 40 million LED backlight
units requiring an average of 34 LEDs per
monitor, says Rebello. Although the average
price of high-flux chips will have dropped
significantly by that time, it would represent a $258 million device market.
Toyoda Gosei is reportedly expecting a significant ramp in demand for its GaN-based
LEDs as solid-state technology begins to displace traditional lighting in larger LCDs.
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F I N A N C I A L R E S U LT S

TriQuint prospects excite Quinsey
GaAs chip maker TriQuint Semiconductor posted revenue of $122.9 million and
received all-time-record bookings of
$144 million in its latest financial quarter.
The firm, headquartered in Oregon, witnessed massive growth in sales of transmit
modules for all kinds of cellular handsets,
but particularly for CDMA phones.
Now responsible for just over half of
TriQuint’s revenue, sales of products for use
in handsets were up by 35% compared with
last year. CEO Ralph Quinsey indicated
that there would be more growth in the near
future: “[Our] handset product pipeline is
more exciting now than it has ever been.”
Also getting Quinsey excited are the wireless LAN space, where demand for GaAs is
growing strongly, and military applications,
where the CEO has raised his expectations.
Having added GaAs chip making capacity
over the past few quarters, TriQuint’s fab
utilization rate stood at “only” 70% in the
latest three months. However, with many of

P R O C E S S EQ U I P M E N T

Tegal delivers its first
net profit since 2000
Wafer-fabrication equipment vendor Tegal
posted a net profit of $0.7 million on sales
of $10.8 million in the financial quarter that
ended on September 30.
Though small, the positive return is
significant because it represents the Californian firm’s first profitable quarter since
late 2000, vindicating measures taken by
CEO Tom Mika.
Mika said: “We have made substantial
progress in the strategic re-engineering of
our business, improving our overall cost
structure and delivering sales growth.”

TriQuint’s rivals dealing with capacity limitations, Quinsey sees this as an advantage
and an opportunity to grow the business.
With demand for amplifier components
transitioning to one for transmit modules
in handsets – and to multiple input/multiple
output (MIMO) designs in wireless LAN
– the next few months should see TriQuint
increase fab utilization with new products.
One of those new products is TriQuint’s
second-generation, fully integrated MIMO
amplifier for wireless LAN, while GaN
is also starting to gain some momentum.
“[We’re] moving into the product design
phase,” said Quinsey of the components
based on the wide-bandgap semiconductor. With another good quarter expected to
close 2007 and an increased investment in
R&D, the CEO concluded: “This is an exciting time for TriQuint.”
● TriQuint is set to commercialize a new
“BiHEMT” process in 2008. See the feature
on p21 for more details.
The sales figures have certainly improved
over the past year, more than doubling since
the equivalent period in 2006.
Tegal’s existing product line is now
focused on four application areas: high-k
dielectrics, such as hafnium compounds;
“noble” metals; piezoelectric materials, like
AlN; and compound semiconductors.
“The compound semiconductor market
is one to which we are firmly committed,”
Mika told investors in a conference call to
discuss the latest financial results. “We are
striving to offer new, cost-effective processes and system solutions.”
With a recent follow-on order from GaAs
giant Skyworks Solutions on its books,
Tegal appears to be making good progress
in the compounds arena.

From our news feed…
visit compoundsemiconductor.net for daily news updates
…Nitronex ready with GaN
GaN-on-silicon RFIC specialist Nitronex has
developed a 28 V, 5 W class HEMT designed
for broadband applications of up to 6 GHz.
The Durham, NC, company has now qualified
its 85,000 ft 2 wafer fab for volume production
of this and other devices and has also
received ISO 9001:2000 quality certification.

6
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…Mitsubishi eyes Europe
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation was set to
begin sampling a new high-power GaAs FET
designed for 3.6 GHz band WiMAX base
stations on December 1. The Japanese chip
maker is hoping to see the device deployed in
the Czech Republic, Poland and other regions
in central and eastern Europe.
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is coming... Are you ready?

Wa f e r Fa b r i cat i o n

Skyworks moves to 6 inch wafers

Following in the footsteps of rivals Anadigics, RF Micro Devices and TriQuint,
chip maker Skyworks Solutions is converting its GaAs HBT facility in California
from 4 to 6 inch wafer production.
In a response to burgeoning demand from
tier-one customers in the cellular handset
market, Skyworks is also expanding its
partnerships with foundries in Taiwan to
meet the need for extra capacity.
“We are implementing a hybrid capacity
expansion model to maximize our internal
capabilities while at the same time leveraging external partnerships,” is how Skyworks’
vice-president of worldwide operations
Bruce Freyman described the switch.
Unlike most of its rivals, Skyworks has
long resisted the temptation to move to the
larger wafer size, citing the fact that its fully
depreciated 4 inch facility minimized financial overheads.
“Our balanced approach is less capital
intensive and more flexible, allowing us to
meet customer demand without compromi
sing gross margin or key operating metrics,”
said Freyman. “These initiatives position

Skyworks to support well over $1 billion in
annual compound semiconductor revenue.”
The Massachusetts-based company will
be helped in its drive towards that revenue
figure by acquiring Freescale’s handset
power amplifier (PA) business. Unlike its
leading position in cellular base station
technologies, Freescale has been a small
player on the handset PA side.
The acquisition leaves a question mark
hanging over the future of Freescale’s
“CS1” GaAs fab, which was not part of the
deal. Freescale told Compound Semiconductor that it was assessing all of the available options before making a decision on
the Phoenix, Arizona, facility.
● Analysts again underestimated Skyworks’ financial results, as the company
delivered a quarterly profit of $22 million on
revenues of $190 million. Future sales will
be bolstered by a new deal with the Korean
electronics giant Samsung, which Skyworks
is now supplying with devices for so-called
“femtocells”. These are small-scale cellular
base stations that can be installed in residential or small business environments.

W i d e- b a n d g a p d e v i c e s

Anadigics

Swedish TranSiC is first
with power switch

Seen here ringing the opening bell at
the Nasdaq exchange in New York earlier
this year, Anadigics CEO Bami Bastani has
revealed why the RFIC maker missed its
latest quarterly profit target, despite overachieving on sales. Posting best-ever revenue
of $59.5 million, the company had to ramp
capacity to meet “overwhelming” demand for
GaAs chips. It recorded a $2.4 million profit
but was held back slightly as staff got up to
speed using the latest processing tools for
6 inch GaAs wafer fabrication. “We hit an
air pocket in gross margin, primarily due to
manufacturing inefficiencies,” Bastani said.
“These things sometimes stick their ugly
head up in the middle of your ramp, but the
issues are well understood.”

TranSiC has launched the first normally off
SiC transistor to hit the market. It anticipates
device qualification within nine months.
The Swedish company says that more
than 20 customers are currently interested
in its 1200 V, 6 A bipolar junction transistor (BJT), called BitSiC1206, and it is in the
process of selecting one to be a qualification
partner. TranSiC is set to fabricate around
5000 of the devices next year to finalize
reliability and processing characteristics.
CEO Bo Hammarlund says that the partner is likely to come from the automotive
industry. The packaged BJTs will be made
at the nearby Electrum lab in Kista.
These types of transistor are expected
to improve on high-power silicon devices,
for example by reducing power loss during
switching, and they may trigger an expansion of the SiC device market.
“This could be a real breakthrough to the
SiC industry,” commented Philippe Roussel
from the analyst firm Yole Développement.
“We need a switch or there will be no market at all, only Schottky diodes.”
● For more on SiC, see the feature on p17.
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From our news feed…
visit compoundsemiconductor.net
for daily news updates
…$16.5 m for LED lamp firm
LED lamp specialist LED Lighting Fixtures
has raised $16.5 million in equity financing.
The North Carolina company will use the
proceeds for research and new products.
…Nichia in equity move
Leading GaN LED maker Nichia looks set to
raise ¥29.4 billion ($264 million) through
a share deal involving key partners Citizen
Holdings and Stanley Electric. Privately held
Nichia will use the cash raised to increase
capital investment and its research and
development, reports Nikkei.net.
…Red hot Aixtron
German MOCVD equipment supplier Aixtron
registered a record 770 million worth of
new orders in the third quarter of 2007, and
raised its revenue target for the full year from
7200 million to 7215 million.
…Veeco seals China deal
Xiamen Sanan Optoelectronics in China is set
to ramp up its production of red, orange and
yellow HB-LEDs after buying two new As/P
MOCVD systems from US vendor Veeco.
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to infringe all four of Nichia’s patents
involved, Seoul said that it had “substantially prevailed” because no damages were
awarded for three of the infringements. In
the fourth case, Seoul was instructed to pay
Nichia a token $62, one-quarter of the $250
maximum damages to which the overall
claim had been limited, thanks to an earlier
success in Seoul’s defense.
“The amount is limited because most of
the accused products were not directly distributed in the US by Seoul, but indirectly
distributed in consumer products, such as
cellular phones,” Nichia commented. “The
damage only covers direct sales in the US
because Seoul argued that it is not aware
that the LEDs go to the US and, thus, is not
responsible for such indirect sales.”
However, Nichia will now try to take
advantage of the fact that the 902 LEDs have
been found to infringe its patents. “We will
be asking the court for a permanent injunction based on the verdict,” a spokesperson
for the Japanese company said.
OSRAM OS

The brand Oerlikon stands for a
long tradition of innovation finding
its roots in Swiss precision and
service excellence.

Having been repeatedly sued by its LED
making rival Nichia, Seoul Semiconductor
is responding by filing a lawsuit in the US.
The Korean firm is taking action in the
Eastern District of Texas US district court
over a patent it claims covers “Nichia’s products of white, blue, green and UV LEDs”.
Seoul Semiconductor names US patent
5,075,742, entitled “Semiconductor structure for optoelectronic components with
inclusions”, as the basis for its claim. This
patent was originally awarded to the French
Ministry for Post and Telecommunications
and covers techniques for reducing the
number of dislocations in optoelectronic
epitaxial structures.
According to a spokesman for Nichia,
this patent was recently bought by Seoul
to assert the rights that it covers against its
Japanese adversary. This latest move came
after Nichia’s complaint against Seoul’s
902 series side-view LEDs was upheld in
the Northern District of California.
Although the 902 LEDs were judged

LED maker Osram Opto Semiconductors is
working with the Canadian town of Banff on
a pilot project to convert streetlamps to highefficiency LEDs. So far, eight of the town’s
lamps have been switched, cutting the energy
consumption of each by a claimed 36%.
Located in the heart of the Rocky
Mountains, the town is gradually changing its
streetlamps, with the added bonus that the
light emitted by the LEDs does not attract
insects. Stargazers will also be pleased
because the light is directed down onto the
street to help to keep the night sky dark.
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Cash-rich Cree eyes acquisitions

14:36
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GAS DELIVERY
AT ITS PEAK
PEAK PURITY
PEAK FLOWRATE
PEAK PERFORMANCE
Four Cylinder
Ammonia System

CREE

Cree’s cash reserves have surged to
$253 million, and the company looks set to
use the money to fund further acquisitions
over the next year.
In its first fiscal quarter of 2008, which
ended on September 23, 2007, Cree made
record revenues of $113.4 million. The
Durham, North Carolina, firm also posted
$12.8 million net income over the period,
thanks largely to the sale to Philips of its
outstanding stake in Color Kinetics. This
earned Cree $10.4 million after taxes.
Prior to this sale, and partly due to
continuing costs from the integration
of COTCO, the chip manufacturer had
recorded a $1 million operating loss for
the quarter. Considering this, the company
admits that accommodating another purchase will require some preparation.
“I don’t think we’re trying to do another
deal in the next quarter,” commented Cree’s
CEO Chuck Swoboda in an investor call to
discuss the financial results. “But I think
at some point over the next four quarters
we’re looking at some things that we have
the management bandwidth to do. Adding
some management bandwidth to our team
over the next quarter or two is going to be
beneficial in driving some of these strategies,” he explained. “You’ll see us do the
management bandwidth first, before we do
the next deal.”
The operating loss also reflects the
fact that Cree is currently unable to meet

11/1/07

Beijing nights: This artist’s impression shows what
the Olympic swimming pool and aquatic center
should look like at next year’s Beijing Games. Cree
will supply high-brightness LEDs to light up the
complex at night. The US company is also converting
all lighting at its Durham, NC, headquarters and
manufacturing site to LED-based lamps.

the growing demand for its XLamp packaged LED products. Over the past quarter,
this product sector delivered single-digit
growth. However, the company has much
more ambitious plans.
To address this, Cree is installing an
XLamp production line at its COTCO facility in Huizhou, China. Within a year, this
will triple production capacity compared
with the number of XLamps that Cree could
make at the start of the most recent quarter.
“We knew going in that we had a capacity
problem,” admitted Swoboda. “It already
hurt us last quarter. Although our capacity
ramp-up took a little longer than we would
have liked, we exited the quarter in good
shape in terms of throughput and yields.”

Automated Valve
Manifold Box

Court ruling

Kingbright told to destroy its LEDs
Following a court ruling, Germany-based
LED maker Osram Opto Semiconductors
says that Taiwanese rival Kingbright will
have to destroy stocks of its white LEDs
that are held in Germany.
“The District Court of Düsseldorf has
upheld almost all of the claims of Osram
Opto Semiconductors,” said the Regensburg firm. Unsurprisingly, Kingbright has
appealed against the decision, in which the
court ruled that Kingbright may no longer
sell many of its LED products in Germany.
Osram explained that the patents judged to
have been infringed by Kingbright related to
the production of white LEDs based on blue
chips using a phosphor converter. The firm
is pursuing a similar lawsuit against Kingbright relating to LEDs made in China.

In 2005 the Taiwanese firm agreed a deal
with the US-based LED maker Cree, under
which it licensed US patent 6,600,175. That
license allowed Kingbright to add a colorconverting phosphor to Cree’s blue chips
and to incorporate the resulting white-light
emitters into its products. At the time, Cree
said that Kingbright would be using Cree’s
LED chips exclusively in its white LEDs.
● Osram has also signed up to a patent
agreement with Japanese rival Toyoda Gosei
over the mutual use of InGaN technologies
that the companies have developed. According to Osram, the exchange will make it easier to develop, manufacture and market new
InGaN-based LED products with improved
luminous intensity. The agreement also
covers InGaN-based laser designs.

AES, started in 1968,
specializes in ultra-high
purity gas delivery systems
for the MOCVD markets
and is also a provider for
world-wide installation and
field services.

180 Quaker Lane, Malvern, PA 19355

610-647-8744 Fax 610-640-4548
www.appliedenergysystems.com
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System builders get
concentrators qualified
Large-scale electricity production via photovoltaic cells based on III-V semiconductors
has moved a step closer, with modules from
the key systems companies Isofoton and
Concentrix Solar passing qualification tests.

The tests were set by the Instituto de
Sistemas Fotovoltaicos de Concentración
(ISFOC), Spain’s showcase international
initiative designed to generate awareness of
the potential of the technology.
According to Malaga-based Isofoton, it
is the first international company to pass
ISFOC’s qualification standard, which
requires a demonstration of the reliability
of concentrator photovoltaics (CPV).

the science of materials
the power of

collaboration

“This is an important step…and validates
the results of years of research and development on an international level,” said Isofoton. ISFOC’s main objective is to establish
the driving force for global development
of CPV, a potentially large new market for
III-V semiconductors. Based in the Castilla La Mancha region of Spain, ISFOC is
installing various CPV plants with a total
electric power capacity of 3 MW.
Already, systems capable of producing
1.7 MW are under construction. Isofoton is
providing a 700 kW generator, and the US
firm SolFocus and German outfit Concentrix Solar will both supply 500 kW.
Concentrix, which uses cells supplied by
compatriot Azur Space, also passed ISFOC
qualification tests in October, and is now
constructing its installation in Puertollano.
The company’s prototype 5.75 kW system
operated at an efficiency of 23%.

From our news feed…
visit compoundsemiconductor.net
for daily news updates
…$10 m for solar start-up
GreenVolts, a US start-up that specializes
in high-concentrating photovoltaics (HCPV)
systems, has won $10 million in series A
funding. The cash injection will help
GreenVolts as it begins building a 2 MW
solar energy facility near San Francisco that
should represent the biggest single HCPV
installation in the world when it is completed.

VaporStation
Delivery System
™

© Rohm and Haas Electronic Materials, 2007. VaporStation, Rohm and Haas, and Rohm
and Haas Electronic Materials are trademarks of Rohm and Haas Company or its affiliates.

The VaporStation Delivery System from Rohm and Haas Electronic Materials
provides you with the safety and economy that you require for your MOCVD
processes. Here are some of the features you can expect:

…Moving costs
Increased costs of consolidating wafer
fabrication at Advanced Photonix has
contributed to a $1.9 million quarterly
net loss, in a set of financial results that
one analyst described as “disquieting”. A
downturn in telecoms revenue was partly due
to a redesign of 10 Gb/s APDs for an optical
networking customer.

t5JHIUDPOUSPMPGQSFDVSTPSBOEDBSSJFSHBTNJYUVSF
t"EKVTUBCMFPVUQVUQSFTTVSF
t$POUJOVPVTPQFSBUJPOGPSMJRVJEQSFDVSTPST
t"VUPNBUFEDZMJOEFSDIBOHF
t.VMUJQMF.0$7%SFBDUPSTTVQQMJFECZTJOHMFTZTUFN
'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUIPXUIF7BQPS4UBUJPO%FMJWFSZ4ZTUFNDBOEFMJWFS
increased performance and consistency to your process, please contact us at
978-557-1700 or visit www.rohmhaas.com.

www.rohmhaas.com
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…OCP resignation
Optical Communication Products (OCP)
director Robert Shih has resigned from
the company after falling out with Joe Liu,
the CEO of OCP’s parent company Oplink
Communications. Shih said in a resignation
e-mail to Liu that following a “heated
discussion” over the future of the company’s
InP wafer fabrication facility, the two would
be unable to work together in the future.
…Bookham raises $41 m
US-headquartered InP chip maker Bookham
has raised $41 million by closing another
public offering of its common stock.
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Laser Diodes

Car makers spur on IPG

IPG Photonics, the US company that massmanufactures GaAs-based laser diodes
for use in its own fiber laser products, has
posted a sharp increase in profit for the third
quarter of 2007.
Headquartered in Oxford, Massachusetts, IPG earned $8.6 million on sales of
$47.9 million in the three months to September 30, 2007. This represented a 32%
year-on-year jump in sales revenue and an
80% hike in bottom-line performance.
The improving financial picture is largely
a result of increased customer acceptance
of high-power fiber lasers for material processing applications – a technology where
IPG has cornered the available market.
As CFO Tim Mammen explained in a
conference call with investors, the company has now taken delivery of the second
of three new MBE reactors from Veeco
Instruments that it has ordered to keep pace
with diode-manufacturing requirements.
Mammen also noted that IPG had added
capacity for diode burn-in and packaging,
which had both approached capacity limi-

tations in the latest quarter. “We’re seeing
increasing traction at automotive integ
rators for welding applications, such as fuel
injectors, tailored blanks and mufflers.”
The versatility of the fiber laser platform,
which can easily be scaled to appropriate
powers for different applications, means
that there is also increased interest from
customers involved in heavy industry, the
military and solar panel production.
The investment in newer MBE equipment
is also increasing chip-production yields at
IPG’s diode laser fab, which should further
improve the company’s financial perform
ance in the future.
IPG’s CEO Valentin Gapontsev added
that the company, which has its roots in his
Russian homeland, was benefiting from a
recovering optical telecoms market.
In the latest quarter, IPG saw strong
demand for its fiber amplifier products for
dense-wavelength division multiplexing
applications, particularly in Russia, where
the local service provider North West Telecom is upgrading a 5000 km network.

Research

US awards $21.7 m solar funds
Some 25 universities and companies are set
to share a $21.7 million government kitty
to put the US at the forefront of emerging
solar-power technology.
The money is part of the US Department of
Energy’s Solar America Initiative, with individual projects running over three years.
One of the major aims of the program is
to fund efforts to bring down the cost of
multijunction photovoltaic cells, which can
currently reach 40.7% solar conversion efficiency under concentration.
Capitalizing on this is the Fairport, New
York, company Wakonda, which is looking to grow GaAs cells similar to existing
devices on inexpensive germanium foil
rather than single-crystal substrates.
At $2.1 million, this is the largest of the
Future Generation projects, although the
company has itself contributed $1.2 million.
Sacrificing the usual germanium substrate
is more economical, but it makes for appreciably less-efficient devices, with Wakonda
targeting 15% efficiency by 2010.
This is the same target set by a Massachusetts Institute of Technology team in another
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effort closely related to existing multijunction designs. Led by Vladimir Bukovic, it
involves using a cadmium or lead quantumdot layer for bandgap tuning.
By contrast, the Rochester Institute of
Technology’s InAs quantum-dot layer pro
ject is targeting 40% efficiency in conjunction with existing GaAs PV technology.
Researchers from the University of Illinois are working on the optical element of
PV designs, with micro-optic concentrators
operating in conjunction with large numbers of GaAs microcells.
Some much more exotic approaches to
multijunction cells will also be undertaken
by some of the other Future Generation
researchers, exemplified by Arizona State’s
II-IV-V compound materials. Using ZnSnP2
and ZnGeAs2, the Arizona team’s conversion target is 20% by 2010.
Using GaAs in cylindrical configurations
is a University of California, San Diego,
plasmonics effort. A number of similar pro
jects, which rely on metals to transmit light
otherwise not absorbed into the PV cell, also
feature in the Future Generation program.

compoundsemiconductor.net
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Aixtron continues its upward march
An entrenched position in the MOCVD equipment sector and the continued surge in demand for tools from LED
epiwafer manufacturers made Aixtron’s stock one of the hottest investments in a tumultuous year on the exchanges.
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Going up: Since November 2006, Aixtron’s share price has tripled in value. It stood at 79.4 on
November 12, 2007 – a valuation that has not been seen since the summer of 2002.

Michael
Hatcher does
not own or
intend to
purchase any
of the stocks
in this article.
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What do gold, oil and Aixtron shares have in common? Well, unlike the US dollar, they all turned out
to be pretty smart investments in 2007.
While the value of the greenback slid to lows not
seen for nearly three decades, the German company’s
market capitalization soared three-fold between
November 2006 and November 2007, outpacing both
the traditionally shiny and black forms of gold.
The main reason seems to be that the world just
can’t get enough of high-brightness LEDs right now.
And with Aixtron and its US rival Veeco Instruments the only major providers of production-scale
MOCVD equipment, the consolidated nature of the
supply chain is playing into their hands.
Aixtron, financially prudent and naturally cautious
when it comes to order bookings and sales predictions, has even upped its revenue forecast for fiscal
2007 from 8200 million to 8215 million. For Veeco,
MOCVD equipment is now its most important product line. In the first nine months of 2007, equipment
for LED and wireless chip manufacturing (the vast
majority of which is epitaxy equipment) accounted
for 35% of Veeco’s orders. As Veeco’s fastest growing end market, demand for HB-LEDs has driven a
45% increase in orders year on year.
Strangely, though, the reasons behind the booming
demand for tools with which to make LED epiwafers
are not clear. This is perhaps what prompted Aixtron’s CEO Paul Hyland to remark to investors that
there was a need to “keep our feet on the ground”.
Hyland well remembers the unsustained order
boom of 2003–2004, where speculative LED makers

in Taiwan were responsible for creating far too much
manufacturing capacity in the industry. That glut
soon resulted in a prolonged slack period that hit
both Aixtron and Veeco hard. “Aixtron has been here
before,” said Hyland of the rampant tool demand.
But, with the Taiwanese epiwafer industry now far
more consolidated, there would seem to be a much
greater chance of a sustained boom this time. So, just
what is behind the capacity build?
LED-based backlights for large-scale displays
seem to be the most obvious candidate. This is an
application that has long been heralded, but that is
an incredibly tough one to crack, largely because of
the cut-throat price competition between makers of
televisions and notebook computers.
Inroads have certainly been made, particularly in
notebooks, where Apple and HP are among several
manufacturers whose white LED-lit laptops now fill
the shelves of retail outlets. John Peeler, Veeco’s new
CEO, identifies 13 and 15 inch laptop backlights as the
primary new application. That certainly seems to be
the case, but the scale of the recent MOCVD capacity
build hints at a much more widespread deployment
of LED backlights for flat screens, perhaps in RGB
technologies for desktop PCs and televisions, where
demands on picture quality are more exacting.
Another candidate looks set to be automotive
lighting. InGaN-based full LED headlamps are now
appearing in production – albeit top-end – Audi
cars. According to Jagdish Rebello at the market
analyst company iSuppli, approximately 30% of the
65 million or so cars sold in 2006 sported LEDs in at
least one of their rear lights.
That’s a lot of cars and an awful lot of LEDs, but
still probably not enough to demand the level of
capacity that is being added. Rebello suggests in his
recent market forecast that the automotive market
for LEDs, which is dominated by rear lighting functions, was worth $378 million in 2006, will grow to
$450 million this year and will continue to grow to
around $550 million in 2008. Although the analyst
does not see headlamps as being a significant contributor to this total until 2009, he expects the application to provide a $200 million market by 2012.
There are more signals of future capacity expansion emanating from Japan. Nichia has agreed a
mutual equity deal with key partners including Citizen Electronics’ parent company Citizen Holdings,
and Stanley Electric.
Proceeds from the financing deal, which, according to the Japanese business newspaper Nikkei should
net Nichia ¥29.4 billion ($269 million), will be used
for capital investment and research, suggesting that
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Philips Lumileds

Industry P o r t f o l i o

Binned and tested at a drive current of 1 A, the new Luxeon K2
LED from Philips Lumileds is based on the company’s thin-film
flip-chip technology. Demand for high-performance LEDs like
these is behind a sharp uptick in MOCVD equipment orders.

another capacity build is on the cards.
Since Citizen Electronics pioneered the development of LED backlights for small LCD screens in
mobile handsets, it is reasonable to speculate that the
Project2
10/9/07
09:44 larger
Pagescreens
1
firm is now
looking towards
as returns
from the handset sector continue to diminish.
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Stanley’s key focus has typically been on lighting
products for the automotive industry. This suggests
that the white LEDs of which Nichia has long been
the dominant global supplier will now break through
into the headlamp function.
Citizen is also branching out of the backlight sector
and moving into general illumination. It is already
shipping samples of a 540 lm, 74 lm/W LED lamp as
an alternative to traditional 40 W light bulbs (40 W
bulbs deliver 485 lm at an efficacy of only 12 lm/W),
and it is ramping this product for mass-production
starting in January 2008.
“We are convinced that this product, which can
provide luminous flux on a par with widely used
general lighting, will open up new possibilities in the
development of lighting applications,” commented
Citizen. If the company is anywhere near as successful in this venture as it has been with its handset
backlights, it is going to need a hell of a lot of power
LED chips from Nichia.
So it seems that the demand for MOCVD equipment is not coming from the sudden adoption of
LEDs in a single new application area. Rather, there
is robust demand across the whole board – laptop
screens, cars, camera flash units in phone handsets,
and general illumination. That sounds like good
news for Veeco and Aixtron as they move into what
is already shaping up to be another very strong year
for sales of MOCVD equipment.
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Wafer Processing
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The Six Sigma approach
Every Six Sigma project begins with the writing of
a project charter. In our case, this document set out
the project’s objective, scope and schedule, with the
business case, constraints, assumptions and esti
mated cost savings. Internal customers from the wet
etch, dry etch and photolithography process groups
were invited to join our team, which allowed us to
listen to their concerns and incorporate their needs
into the process. This team identified the common
variables that could affect the resist coat process in
a fishbone diagram (figure 1). Once the management
had approved the project’s definition and outline in a
tollgate review, we moved on to the measure stage.
This part of the project focused on compiling base

method

dy

Nobody wants to waste 99% of the expensive mater
ials that they use in high-volume production pro
cesses. But that is what happens when semiconductor
manufacturers coat their wafers with photoresists.
During the spin-coating process a large proportion
of the resist is flung off or lost through evaporation
and less than one-hundredth of the original volume
used forms a film on the wafer.
This wastage is highly undesirable because typical
photoresists cost hundreds of dollars per liter and
they are used for multiple spin-coating processes
during device manufacture. Annual expenditure
on these types of material can run into hundreds of
thousands of dollars, so reducing their consumption
can bring significant cost savings.
At Skyworks Solutions’ Newbury Park GaAs wafer
fab in California, we have tried to do this by running
a Six Sigma project to cut our photoresist bill. This
effort focused on reducing the cost and waste of our
photoresist coating step without impacting our prod
ucts or downstream processes. We restricted our
study to the two highest-volume resists, which saved
time but allowed the project to make a big impact.
That’s because these two solutions account for 80%
of all of our resist costs and more than 2% of our
total wafer-manufacturing costs.
The photoresists are applied to the wafer during
photolithography processes using a dedicated tool
with a nozzle. Before we started the project we rou
tinely used 2.1 ml/wafer of photoresist. We decided
to reduce this resist dispense volume in two phases.
Initially we cut our photoresist to 1.5 ml to make cost
savings. Then we evaluated further reductions.

Sk y works

Six Sigma analysis has driven substantial cuts in Skyworks’
photoresist consumption and has resulted in annual
savings in excess of $450,000, according to Jens Riege.

machine

line data for future comparisons, which were gath
ered from daily resist thickness and cross-section
measurements for both standard and image-reverse
resist processes. The data’s units, equipment set
tings and step-by-step measurement methodologies
were reviewed by our team and the relevant opera
tors. The fishbone diagram created in the first stage
of the project was used to identify the variables that
were expected to have the largest impact on resist
uniformity control.
We also carried out an informal survey at CS
Mantech 2006 to see how our resist dispense vol
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decision. But, more important, Six Sigma
considers the expectations of internal
and external customers to ensure a
successful outcome.
This approach is not suitable for all
projects, but it is applicable to stubborn,
challenging or customer-driven problems
that cannot be solved easily by other
applicable methods.
Projects consist of five stages.
Progress to the next stage hinges on
a successful tollgate review with the
management. These reviews ensure that
the project is still receiving management
support and meeting its agreed
objectives. The five stages are defined
below.
● The define stage determines
the external and internal customer
expectations of the outcome of a
successful project. A project charter
is drawn up to define the project,
team members, project goal, benefits,
assumptions, constraints, project scope
and preliminary timeline. Common tools
for this stage include brainstorming and
Pareto analysis.
● The measure stage identifies all
existing process data required to form
a reference baseline. Any implemented
process changes have to show an
improvement relative to this baseline.
Data-collection methods also have to
be agreed and documented to ensure
consistency between operators. Typical

tools used for this stage, which requires
team members to agree on the direction
and focus of the project, include
“operational definitions” and “cause and
effect” (fishbone) diagrams.
● The analyze stage examines any
variations in baseline data and searches
for a pattern. Experiments are conducted
to reveal the most critical variables
in achieving success. Settings for the
variables that produce the best and most
stable process conditions are analyzed
and confirmed in sample test runs. The
common tools for this stage of work are
designed experiments and statistical
data analysis.
● The improve stage involves employing
the most successful test results in
the trials. Statistical data analysis of
the pilot data determines whether the
process change meets the requirements
for full production. These requirements
relate to effectiveness, the project’s
definition and safety. “Failure modes”
tools and statistical data analysis are
often used here.
● The control stage, which is often
neglected by other problem-solving
methods, determines whether any
process changes cause critical
characteristics to become unstable over
time. Tools for these assessments include
control charts and process capability
indices, which must be evaluated at
regular and frequent time intervals.
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Many wafer fabs can experience process
problems that are not solved fully after
the first attempt. Altering one particular
variable that is not considered critical,
and may be related to the material,
process, equipment or the environment,
can cause problems by making the
overall production process unstable. If
a problem-solving team cannot quickly
identify what has gone wrong, this
problem can escalate and cause havoc
within a semiconductor company.
Tough problems can be solved by
forming a “tiger team” that performs
a brainstorming exercise to identify
the most likely causes. The team can
then run a series of short experiments,
implement the most promising solution
and hopefully solve the problem.
A more thorough team could run
a machine/process capability study.
Experiments are used to identify the
key variables and ensure that controls
are in place to keep the processes and
equipment stable. Techniques such as
the “8-discipline” approach can also be
used, which involve asking questions to
get to the root of a problem and finding
ways to make sure that the problem does
not happen again.
The Six Sigma methodology draws on
all of these problem-solving approaches,
but in a manner that guides the team to
a permanent, sustainable solution. Data,
rather than gut feeling, drive every team

riation

Fig. 1. (left) Skyworks’ fishbone diagram displays the critical process output variable as the head of a fish. The spines of the fish – man, method,
machine, material, measurement and environment – list all of the various process characteristics that can affect this output variable.

ume compared with that of five other GaAs manufacturers (figure 2, p16). These results highlighted
the large differences in the photoresist volumes used
and indicated that it might be possible to reduce the
resist dispense to 0.7 ml per wafer.
We constrained our investigations to resist thicknesses of between 1.25 and 3.0 μm. To find the dispense volume lower limit for this range, we coated
25 wafers with various dispense volumes, which
varied from the 2.1 ml/wafer used historically, to
just 0.5 ml/wafer (figures 3 and 4, p16). Analysis
revealed that a dispense volume of 0.7 ml gives
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acceptable and repeatable resist uniformity. Crosssectional images of transistors coated with this
amount of material revealed a 1.25 μm thick resist
with a coverage quality comparable to all other
resist dispense volumes. A 0.5 ml dispense volume
can still produce good resist coverage, but this film
does not always coat all of the wafers completely.
The 0.7 ml dispense volume produced a coating
that is stable over short periods of time. However,
any equipment or process drift towards smaller dispense volumes could jeopardize this stability, so we
selected 1.0 ml/wafer as our target for resist reduction.
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dispense volume (ml/wafer cm2)

0.030
0.025

2.1 ml

1.5 ml

1.2 ml

1.0 ml

0.7 ml

0.5 ml

phase 1

0.020
phase 2
0.015

5 µm

0.010
0.005
0.000

B (4")

C (6") F (4") E (6") SKY (4") D (6")
GaAs wafer fab (wafer size)

Fig. 2. (left) A survey at CS Mantech 2006, which was held in Vancouver, Canada, revealed the
large variation in resist dispense volumes between several GaAs chip manufacturers. Skyworks’
Newbury Park facility (SKY) used a relatively large volume of resist before the Six Sigma project,
which lowered this value in two phases. The data are normalized to dispense volume/wafer
surface area. None of the sites used a solvent pre-wet before resist dispense. Fig. 3. (above)
Trials for dispense volumes ranging from 0.5 to 2.1 ml showed that good coverage is possible in all
cases. However, it was found that a volume of 0.5 ml doesn’t always coat the wafers completely.

After completing a successful tollgate review for this
section of the project, we went on to analyze which
process variables could be adjusted to produce the
largest gains for meeting our overall goals.
1.0 ml
For the analyze stage we carried out further experi
ments at a variety of resist dispense volumes and
determined the impact that these changes had on
our critical process characteristics. Measurements
of the developed resist’s profile, linewidth crosssection and electrical characteristics were made. If
1 µm
1.5 ml
any particular set of process conditions produced
Fig. 4. Cross-sectional images values inferior to those associated with the standard
of wafers coated with a 2.5 µm process, then those conditions were discarded.
thick lift-off resist show the
We also analyzed the resist temperature, dispense
acceptability of 1.5 and 1.0 ml nozzle position and whether the wafer was spinning
resist coatings.
as the photoresist was dispensed, to judge their
effects on resist thickness uniformity. Statistical
t-tests revealed that thickness uniformity was not
affected by temperature or nozzle position, while
dispensing the photoresist on a spinning wafer
brought slight improvements over the static equiv
alent. Meanwhile, images of the standard and liftoff resist profiles revealed that the resist’s coverage
quality was not diminished by wafers with a more
rugged topography. These and other results indi
cated that it made sense to test a 1.0 ml/wafer dis
pense volume in mainstream production.
In the fourth stage, we used photoresist films with
a 1.0 ml dispense volume on a limited number of
production wafers. We processed three production
lots, treating half of the wafers with 1.0 ml dispense
volumes and the other half with the standard 1.5 ml.
About the author
Jens Riege (jens.riege@
For each of these lots, the critical dimensions of the
skyworksinc.com) is an ASQ
wafer were measured at each coat-processing step
Certified Six Sigma Black Belt using a scanning electron microscope.
and principal engineer at
No statistical difference was found between the
Skyworks Solutions in
thickness of the majority of process layers produced
Newbury Park, California. He
by both methods and any differences were within
helped to implement Six
the measurement error of the imaging tool. Most of
Sigma within Skyworks and
the electrical data from the wafers with the lower
works on projects in the
dispense volume told a similar story. In the cases
photolithography, implant,
where differences did occur, these were within the
plating, thin-film and final
processing areas.
fluctuations associated with the standard process,
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according to historical production lot data.
Although our new process gave the same results as
our existing one, we could not ignore our customer’s
concerns. So we asked them to help us to complete a
failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) study – a
systematic review of potential process failures that
can determine possible causes for each failure. For
each cause, the team suggested some controls that
could prevent failure.
This team also identified causes of failure that
occur frequently or have a small chance of detection
or prevention, and defined and implemented actions
that address each of these concerns. The processcontrol plan was also updated to ensure that equip
ment and process controls were in place for each
critical process-control characteristic. Finally, we
released the process change on one of our coater
tracks as part of a pilot production ramp.
We then entered the control phase, which required
a review of the first month’s production data. No
process shifts were observed and we confidently
released the process on our remaining coat tracks.
One month’s data from all of these tracks and electri
cal test data revealed no process shift.
These results left one hurdle to full production
release – verification that out-of-control action
plans were in place for all known process failures.
These would direct production technicians to the
appropriate response procedure, should the process
fail. Action plans were put in place by storing the
project data in a central repository, which was refer
enced by a storyboard that included links to all data,
reports, actions taken and improvements made.
Our first year of production with the new process
has validated the success of the Six Sigma project.
After cutting the photoresist dispense volume from
2.1 to 1.0 ml/wafer, critical wafer dimensions have
remained stable, our downstream process has not
shifted and the reduced material consumption (con
firmed independently by the Skyworks Environ
mental Department) has saved our company nearly
$0.5 million. We have also had no complaints down
l
stream or from external customers.
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SiC readies itself to save the world
But can the industry’s businesses save themselves as they compete with each other in a tight niche
for limited sales to final consumers? Andy Extance was in Otsu, Japan, to document the aspirations
and growing pains, as well as the latest research on show in this maturing field at ICSCRM 2007.
Al Gore and the International Panel on Climate
Change were named the winners of the Nobel Peace
Prize while I was on the way to Otsu, Japan, to
attend the 2007 International Conference on Sili
con Carbide and Related Materials. This fact was
not lost on the participants in the plenary session
of the ICSCRM conference, affectionately termed
“ice cream”. On the first morning, representatives
of SiCED and Toyota mentioned this piece of news
in the same breath as the potential efficiency bene
fits of replacing silicon with SiC. When describing
the energy savings arising from using SiC devices
as industrial inverters, SiCED’s Dethard Peters com
mented: “The world is waiting for solutions to global
warming and we have silicon carbide in our hands.”
Addressing the crowd at the conference banquet,
the governor of Shiga prefecture, of which Otsu is the
capital, picked up the theme. With a background as an
academic ecologist and having jurisdiction over Lake
Biwa, the world heritage site onto which the confer
ence backed, she was proud to be associated with a
potentially “environmentally friendly” technology.
Such a reputation will hardly do the SiC commu
nity any harm, but perhaps it is a little early to be
trying to get associated with Gore et al. “We thought
we had enough to do getting defect levels down
and making devices, and now we have to save the
world?” was one anonymously reported response to
the green tinge that shaded the conference.
Back in the plenary session, Kimori Hamada of
Toyota emphasized that his company anticipated
using SiC in its hybrid cars at some point in the
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2010s. However, his requirements for SiC demand
high performance at a cost to match silicon.
SiCED’s Peters almost immediately delivered on
that requirement, asserting in his plenary talk that the
Schottky diodes that it has helped Infineon to develop
are economically competitive with silicon today.
Enjoying a privileged position in German industry
(owned by Siemens and collaborating with Infineon),
SiCED is looking to develop JFETs and MOSFETs
rapidly to join Infineon’s Schottky diodes.
Regardless of these commercial promises, many
of the conference participants were nervous about
the industry’s prospects, not least the representa
tives of the growing number of SiC wafer suppliers.
While Cree remained the most-mentioned provider
in the talks, SiXON – a well reputed Japanese wafer
supplier – announced its closure. In SiXON’s place,
two new SiC firms made their debut: Crysband of
South Korea and TanKeBlue of China.
Cree – keeping ahead of the pack
In the remaining plenary talk, Cree’s Al Burk went
over the history of SiC growth, leading up to his
firm’s current leadership in the substrate market
with its 4 inch (100 mm in Cree’s terminology)
zero-micropipe wafers. Burk focused on the prede
cessors who made Cree’s current position possible,
before rushing through the design details of the
8 × 100 mm wafer warm-wall planetary SiC-VPE
reactors in use at the company. Burk’s colleague Joe
Sumakeris explained the elegant way in which Cree
can improve the thickness and doping uniformity

The International Conference
on Silicon Carbide and
Related Materials (ICSCRM)
2007 was held at the Otsu
Prince Hotel in Otsu, Japan, on
14–19 October. 43 exhibitors
and 604 delegates gathered
from 26 countries to attend
and enjoy the surroundings of
Lake Biwa, the largest lake in
Japan and one of the world’s
four most ancient lakes.
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of its 100 mm wafers, using horizontal flow rather
than planetary reactors. Introducing additional propane to the chamber through a secondary carbon
source channel helps to reduce the thickening and
increased doping seen at the wafer edges. Adding
supplementary hydrogen stops graphite precipitation in the reactor and the undesirable defects that
this causes in the growing wafers.
Having nailed down zero-micropipe growth on the
4 inch scale, Cree is now lowering “1c-screw” dislocation density. Robert Leonard presented detailed
Kimimori Hamada (above) of
wafer mapping to show that process developments at
Toyota told the conference
Cree have more than halved the number of 1c-screw
that SiC will have a part to play dislocations. Standard processes gave 1c densities
of 850 cm–2, but Leonard showed improved median
in his company’s hybrid
technology before 2020, as it densities of 325 cm –2 that went as low as 175 cm–2 on
3 inch 4H SiC wafers. Cutting 1c-screw dislocation
strives to produce the
“ultimate ecovehicle”. The
density lowers the leakage current of devices grown
Otsu Prince Hotel (below) was on SiC substrates, according to Leonard.
host to an audience of which
A good chunk of research presented at ICSCRM
Japanese participants made
was focused on developing ways to improve crystal
up 57%.
quality that avoid Cree’s strong intellectual property
position. For example, Cree has patented the KOH
etching of wafers to reduce the density of basal plane
dislocations (BPDs). These cause stacking plane
faults that degrade the performance of certain SiC
devices when a current is applied, so an alternative
method coming out of the US Naval Research Labor
atory in Washington attracted a lot of interest. In a
single step of what he called an interrupted growth
method, Robert Stahlbush was able to convert 30%
of a wafer’s BPDs to less problematic threading etch
dislocations (TEDs). This can then be repeated to
diminish BPD levels further. While remaining wary
of releasing precise details of the process, Stahlbush
explained that the discovery was made while studying BPD evolution during epitaxial growth. During
these studies, some BPDs would turn to TEDs at the
beginning of each epitaxial run.
How quickly can SiC grow?
With end users like Toyota putting price-forperformance at the top of their SiC wish list, the
High Growth Rate session drew a lot of attention.
The key to the achievement of high growth rates is
suppressing nucleation in the gases used in the reactors. The session split in two, between European
researchers who use different types of  chlorinebased chemicals to suppress nucleation, and Japan
ese researchers who focus on gas control.
In chlorine chemistry, US start-up Caracal and
Linköping University attained 4H SiC growth rates
of higher than 100 μm/h by using methyltrichloro
silane as a growth precursor. The same collaboration
achieved on-axis crystal growth that produced 100%
of the 4H SiC polytype at 20 μm/h. On-axis growth
is difficult because it can lead to a SiC crystal composed of a mixture of polytypes, but it is desirable
because it will eliminate the BPD problem.
By contrast, researchers from Japan’s Center of
Research for the Electrical Power Industry attained
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a 135 μm/h growth rate using a more conventional
gas mixture. The key to stopping nucleation in
hydrogen/silane/propane is growing your crystal at
40 Torr pressure, according to Masahiko Ito. A similar low-pressure method at 20 Torr, with a greater
focus on reactor design, scored a growth rate of
140 μm/h for Yuuki Ishida of Japan’s Advanced
Institute for Science and Technology.
Toyota was not the only Japanese conglomerate present. Among the device-related papers, big
hitters like Toshiba, Panasonic, Mitsubishi, Hitachi,
Nissan and representatives from Japanese electrical
power companies stepped up to show their form in
the SiC arena. Amid a plethora of devices, a strong
body of MOSFET research came through to show
SiCED and its collaborators that they will not have
the SiC MOSFET field to themselves. Many groups
focused their attention on the problem of the trapping of electrons between SiC and any potential
gate oxide without producing commercial devices.
While we wait for the full range of SiC devices
to work through to commercialization, the next to
market could result from military contracts. Victor
Veliadis of Northrop Grumman presented a 0.1 cm2
vertical JFET that has attained breakdown voltages of
more than 1980 V for the US Army. David Spry from
NASA showed how the SiC VJFETs that he is developing for sensing applications can operate stably at
over 500 ºC for 2000 h, with tests still ongoing.
So, although there was much in Otsu to be pos
itive about, it is clear that the SiC community faces
a myriad of challenges before it can meet its full
potential. In the meantime there are a lot of people
performing work with a limited amount of cash from
sales to end consumers flowing into the industry.
Specialist power electronics consultancy Yole
Développement has estimated that SiC device sales
in the power sector came to $15 million for 2006,
split evenly between Infineon and Cree.
On the Thursday of the conference week, Cree
announced that its total sales for the preceding
quarter had hit $113 million – $8.5 million of this
revenue was derived from materials, and power
devices brought in just $4 million. Just as Cree is a
big fish in the small SiC pond, so the kind of applications that were discussed at ICSCRM are currently of secondary financial importance at Cree.
The upside to this is that industry giants continue
to line up behind SiC, lending weight to Yole’s
claims that the annual device market will be worth
$800 million by 2015. After Cree’s results were
announced, its Otsu contingent gathered for a celebration, confident that they will be around to reap
the benefits of the industry’s expansion. Many other
companies may be equally confident, but SiXON
has showed how the competition between SiC wafer
makers is getting tougher. Perhaps, in such a tightly
balanced business, the motivation for each individual company to make breakthroughs and stay ahead
of its competitors will help to kick off the SiC device
l
growth ramp sooner than anticipated.
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gatan gets it

?

Does your
spectroscopy system
give you the full
picture when studying
opto-electronic
materials?

To learn how our
cathodoluminescence
(CL) products
accomplish this,
visit us at
www.gatan.com/answers

Defect distribution
and compositional
variations in a
light-emitting
material revealed
by CL imaging and
spectrum imaging

MonoCL3+,
XiCLone,
liquid helium
SEM stage

1µm

T=6K

*Results courtesy of Dr. Uwe Jahn of the Paul Drude Institute for Solid State Electronics, Berlin, who used these results to understand
the relationship between the metal organic chemical vapor deposition parameters and the material quality for (Al,Ga)N layers grown
on sapphire. Composite image derived from 4 monochromatic CL images plus SE image.
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE / CLASSIFIED
COMPANY
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BANNER

Promote your company message, products and jobs with this banner for only £500 per
issue. Contact David Iddon on +44 117 930 1032, e-mail: david.iddon@iop.org or
Rosemarie Guardino on +1 215 627 0880, e-mail: guardino@ioppubusa.com

PMGI/LOR Resists for Lift-off Processing
MicroChem Corp
PMGI and LOR resists allow exceptionally good deposition control when
used as an undercut layer in bi-layer lift-off processing. PMGI resists are
ideally suited for high resolution (sub 0.25 µm) lift-off processes, while
LOR resists are better suited for thick >1 um) metal deposition processes.
Both products permit easy process tuning, high yields, superior deposition
line width control and are easily stripped. PMGI
and LOR resists are compatible and won’t
intermix with conventional DUV, i-line and ebeam resists. Mainstream lift-off applications
include GMR & MR heads, wireless devices,
opto-electronics, sensors, MEMs, and advanced
IC packaging. These products are also well
suited as sacrificial layers for applications such
as air bridges.
Contact Sales at MicroChem, 1254 Chestnut St.
Newton, MA 02464, USA
Tel +1 617 965 5511 Fax +1 617 965 5818
Web www.microchem.com

FibreSystems Europe is
the leading voice and
champion of the optical
communications
industry in Europe

Our client is a European based Nanotechnology start-up with focus on
the research, development and commercialisation of III-V quantum
nanowire devices for the semiconductor markets. Differentiating itself
from that of other “Nano-tech” companies, their process actually can
be characterised as being sub-nano involving atomic layer control of
the semiconducting structures.
Targeting electronics, optoelectronics and sensor markets and boasting an engineering team of industry recognised figureheads and a
commercially experienced management team, our client estimates its
total addressable market to be in excess of $40BN.
Having received significant funding, our client is seeking the following
two key recruits to drive R&D and transfer products through volume
production into commercialisation.
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER Ref: CS1103
Lead a growing product development team, managing the development of optoelectronic devices based on proprietary processing technology. Ideal candidates will have experience of:
•
•
•

Product development – semiconductor devices, ideally optoelectronics
Product qualification, planning and defining process and goals
for development
Release to manufacturing

PROCESSING & GROWTH MANAGER Ref: CS1102
You will be responsible for a laboratory based team using MOCVD for
III-V nanowire growth as well as other processing techniques. Key
responsibilities include:
• Manage MOCVD growth and wafer processes
• Support product development of optoelectronic devices
• Establish working processes and help optimise the workflow

Published every other month, each issue
delivers coverage of:
• applications, R&D, business and patents
news
• feature articles covering all aspects of the
industry
• opinion and analysis on the latest research
and technologies
• company profiles and interviews
with key industry personalities
• new products

Free subscriptions are available at
www.fibresystems.org/subscribe.

To apply and receive more information send your CV to
info@hamilton-parker.co.uk
or call Daniel Reddyhough on 01344 360100.
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TriQuint joins the integration game
TriQuint Semiconductor has united its HBTs and PHEMTs with a BiHEMT process that promises to
integrate power amplifiers and antenna switches on the same chip, according to Tim Henderson.
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TriQuint

At TriQuint Semiconductor we are planning to
join a handful of manufacturers offering highf unctionality integrated chips with the launch of a
BiHEMT manufacturing process in the second half
of 2008. This technology, which unites power HBTs
and E/D PHEMTs, will target existing applications
that have previously required hybrid HBT/PHEMT
approaches and new applications that will also bene
fit from this form of monolithic integration.
Our technology will enable the integration of
high-efficiency HBT power amplifiers (PAs) with
E/D PHEMT-based logic and control circuitry,
low-noise amplifiers (LNAs), and bypass, bias and
antenna switches. It will also deliver other benefits,
such as HBT-based electrostatic damage-protection
circuitry, which is more effective and compact than
similar schemes employing PHEMTs.
Recently, other GaAs manufacturers have developed monolithic chips incorporating FETs and
HBTs. These chips have improved bias control circuitry and bypass switches in cellphone PAs, and
have even found application as integrated LNAs
and PAs for WLAN. But it is possible to raise
PHEMT performance to a level suitable for power
switch applications, which allows PAs and antenna
switches to be integrated onto a single chip.
Our BiHEMT process promises exactly that.
Although the GaAs cost per unit area is higher than
that for standalone HBT or PHEMT fabrication, our
approach promises cheaper and smaller modules
because it eliminates the bondpads and bondwires
used to connect the different types of transistor.
While it delivers many advantages, the BiHEMT
approach is not suitable for all applications. Not
all future power modules will need this technology. Those modules where a hybrid system based
on a separate HBT and PHEMT-based die is
cheaper will not use our approach. But our technology, and other schemes for integrating HBTs
and FETs, will be cost competitive for today’s
W-CDMA applications and next-generation highly
integrated radio front-ends.
Like most GaAs HBT/FET integration technol
ogies, our approach is an extension of an existing HBT process, with PHEMT-specific steps
inserted between HBT device-specific processes
and  passive/interconnect metallization formation.
Our PHEMT’s high performance is ensured by
separating this device from the HBT with an etchstop layer (figure 1, p22). This design philosophy
means that the entire AlGaAs/InGaAs PHEMT

150 mm GaAs wafers being prepared for a gold-plating bath in TriQuint’s Oregon fab. The
company is addressing the demand for smaller devices with greater functionality with a BiHEMT
process that combines HBTs and PHEMTs on one chip. This promises to unite power amplifiers
with logic and bias control circuitry, low-noise amplifiers and ultimately antenna switches.

epitaxial stack – including the heavily doped GaAs
ohmic contact layer – is placed under the GaAs/
GaInP HBT subcollector. The PHEMT is electric
ally isolated from parasitic capacitances because
it sits directly on the semi-insulating GaAs substrate. Consequently there are no compromises in
the PHEMT epitaxial structure that require special
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(a)

N+ InGaAs
N+ GaAs
n InGaP emitter
p+ GaAs base
n– GaAs collector

metal 2–4 µm
HBT epi

dielectric

n+ GaAs subcollector
n+ GaAs contact
AIGaAs Schottky δ–doped
InGaAs channel
AIGaAs channel δ–doped
buffer layer

E/D
PHEMT epi

metal 1–2 µm

10 µm

etch-stop

dielectric

(b)

D-mode
PHEMT

GaAs substrate
1 µm

E-mode
PHEMT

Transistor performance trade-offs
Getting the right balance between FET perform
ance, complexity and cost is the key challenge
facing BiHEMT developers. Unfortunately, the
PHEMT’s performance is degraded by the growth
of additional layers for the HBT, while the rugged
topography associated with BiHEMT wafers hampers the gate formation.
Growing the HBT on top of the PHEMT causes
lengthy thermal cycling due to the additional
MOCVD steps. This reduces carrier mobility due
to heat-driven diffusion of silicon donors in the
delta-doped AlGaAs layers, which are positioned
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InGaP/GaAs
HBT

semi-insulating GaAs substrate

Fig. 1. (above left) TriQuint’s design features HBT and PHEMT epilayers separated by an etch-stop
layer. This allows the structures to be optimized separately. Fig. 2. (above centre) (a) This crosssectional SEM image shows a three-finger BiHEMT-processed HBT. The HBT epilayers are
completely etched away outside the collector contact. Each emitter finger is 3 µm wide.
(b) D-mode PHEMT gates can be seen in this SEM image. Fig. 3. (above right) The BiHEMT design
includes two global metallization steps and unites 50 Ω resistors with 1200 pF mm–2 capacitors,
E- and D-mode PHEMTs, and HBTs. Fig. 4. (right) Heat flow through the underlying epistructure
and thermal shunt prevents a significant increase in HBT thermal resistance compared with the
standalone process. Thanks to these channels, the thermal resistance is only 5% higher.

processing or result in a degraded performance.
Our epiwafers are grown in a single MOCVD
growth run on low dislocation density verticalg radient-freeze substrates. Forming emitter and
base metallizations to the respective HBT epilayers
is followed by etching through the entire HBT epitaxial stack and the etch-stop layer. E- and D-mode
PHEMT fabrication follows, with shallow implantation used to isolate the devices (figure 2). The thin
remaining PHEMT epitaxial layers in the field do
not require a deep, high-energy HBT-style implant.
We then add passive structures, such as resistors with a sheet resistance of 50 Ω, 1200 pF/mm 2
high-density capacitors, and 2 and 4 µm plated
gold metal interconnects (figure 3). Similar to
existing volume HBT and PHEMT processes, the
dielectric material benzocyclobutene is inserted
under the first and second metallization steps to
provide a flat surface, which ultimately allows the
construction of interconnects that are suitable for
highly flexible and dense routing.

NiCr MIM metal0
isolation implant

thermal shunt

PHEMT epi

on either side of the InGaAs channel. This diffusion
leads to an increase in PHEMT on-resistance by up
to 50%, and it is responsible for a higher FET switch
loss and reduced FET amplifier efficiency.
Meanwhile, the tall HBT mesas in the vicinity
of the gate hinder submicron patterning processes.
Not only must the gate photoresist completely cover
the HBT mesas, but it also needs to stand up to gate
dielectric etch, metal deposition and lift-off steps.
The upshot is that we can’t put our gate patterns
and HBT emitters too close together. In addition,
we are forced to increase the gate length of our E/D
PHEMT process from 0.5 µm – the value used for
standalone devices – to 0.7 µm for BiHEMTs.
Although the HBT process used for BiHEMT
fabrication is very similar to the standalone process,
the new epitaxial structure slightly degrades HBT
performance due to increased thermal and contact
resistance, and higher collector capacitance.
This increase in HBT thermal resistance results
from the insertion of the PHEMT epistructure and
the etch-stop layer between the HBT and the substrate. These additional high-thermal-resistance
layers contain the ternary compounds AlGaAs,
InGaAs and GaInP, which are used in the Schottky
layers, the PHEMT channel and the etch-stops.
Although these ternary compounds have far
higher thermal resistances than GaAs (the values for InGaAs and InGaP, for example, are more
than 10 times as great), the BiHEMT process only
increases the HBT’s thermal resistance by 5%.
That’s because there are two dissipation paths for
the heat generated in the HBT collector: either up
and over, through the gold-plated thermal shunt; or
down through the PHEMT epistructure and GaAs
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Comparing BiFETs and BiHEMTs
By Richard Stevenson
TriQuint, Anadigics, Skyworks Solutions and
WIN Semiconductors have developed different
technologies to monolithically integrate an
HBT with a PHEMT or a FET. TriQuint says that
its BiHEMT process is designed to address the
needs of internal product designs and foundry
customers. As a result, a premium is placed
on process flexibility, which means that E- and
D-mode gate PHEMT devices are included
in the process. (For applications that don’t
require both E- and D-mode devices, some
process steps can be omitted.)
The key difference between Skyworks and
Anadigics, the FET/HBT integrators, is their
approach to the FET/HBT epitaxial structure.
Skyworks integrates its MESFET into
its HBT emitter structure, which has the
benefits of straightforward epitaxial growth

and processing. However, this comes at the
expense of FET performance, which is limited
by the poor RF isolation of the MESFET.
Anadigics, in contrast, places AlGaAs/
InGaAs layers underneath the HBT’s
subcollector – a relatively thick layer that
doubles as the PHEMT’s heavily doped n-type
ohmic contact. This approach produces a
PHEMT with good RF isolation at the penalty
of a very deep, wide recess and a presumed
increase in gate-source spacing, along with
a higher drain/source resistance that results
from the thick PHEMT contact layer.
TriQuint’s approach differs from that of both
Skyworks and Anadigics. The epitaxial layers
of the PHEMT and the HBT are completely
separated, and there is no compromise in
PHEMT epitaxial design, according to the
company. Instead, compromises are required

substrate, which leads to significant lateral heat
spreading within the HBT (figure 4, p22).
The HBT’s collector resistance is influenced by the
subcollector’s thickness. Selecting the appropriate
value requires a trade-off between process complexity and subcollector sheet resistance. Contact and
undepleted collector resistances also affect the HBT’s
collector resistance. The BiHEMT process only leads
to a 20% increase in this resistance, despite a threefold increase in subcollector sheet resistivity.
The BiHEMT process also increases collector
capacitance by 10%, due to looser device layout rules
that are required for the deep HBT isolation etch.
For HBTs produced by the BiHEMT process,
DC and RF device characteristics are essentially the same as those for our standalone HBTs,
thanks to the similarity of the two processes. For
a 3 × (3 × 30) µm 2 emitter HBT, the typical current
gain is 80, the base-collector breakdown voltage
is 24 V, and f t and f max are 36 and 53 GHz, respect
ively, at 2 V and 20 kA/cm 2. f t is unchanged from
our standalone HBT process, but f max suffers from
a 10% reduction due to the small increases in the
collector’s capacitance and resistance.
Aside from the on-resistance degradation resulting from subsequent HBT growth, the BiHEMT’s
PHEMT performance is similar to that of our nom
inal 0.5 µm E/D PHEMT technology but is scaled by
the slightly longer gate. Typical D-mode PHEMTs
produce a peak transconductance of 300 mS/mm,
a source-drain current of 160 mA/mm and a maximum current of 420 mA/mm. The device’s pinch-off
voltage is –0.8 V, its gate-drain breakdown voltage
is 22 V and it has an on-resistance of 2.0 Ω-mm. The
RF characteristics include a typical f t of 20 GHz and
an f max of 57 GHz.
For an E-mode PHEMT, transconductance hits
460 mS/mm and the current peaks at 240 mA/mm.
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in the actual epitaxy growth; growing an
entire HBT structure on top of a PHEMT forces
additional thermal cycling compared with a
standalone PHEMT. There are also process
trade-offs, due to the patterning of submicron
gates on wafers with tall HBT mesas.
WIN Semiconductors, a Taiwanese foundry
with standalone power HBT and E/D PHEMT
processes, has pursued a similar HBT/
PHEMT integration approach to TriQuint (see
Compound Semiconductor November 2007
p14). The process technology is clearly
different but the chips produced also feature
E/D-mode PHEMT integration, with the HBT
and PHEMT separately optimized. The HBT
is grown within the BiHEMT structure and
the two types of transistor are completely
separated to the extent that they share no
epitaxial layers.

This transistor’s typical pinch-off voltage is +0.3 V.
It has a gate-drain breakdown voltage of 23 V. The
RF characteristics include a typical f t of 22 GHz
and an f max of 65 GHz.
Greater flexibility
Our BiHEMT development will now focus on
improving process flexibility. This will allow us
to address a larger share of today’s BiHEMT market, while simultaneously penetrating into new
market sectors. Our latest BiHEMTs provide a
FET performance suitable only for on-chip control circuitry, bias control and low power switching. However, future applications could include
the integration of control circuitry onto the GaAs
PA chip, alongside high-power output switches for
W-CDMA and ultimately GSM, which would cut
module sizes and part count in mobile handsets.
Applications such as this will demand significant improvements in PHEMT density and performance. The goal of integrating GSM PAs and
antenna switches on a single chip, for instance,
would require a significant improvement in the onresistance of the PHEMTs in our BiHEMTs to meet
the insertion loss goals. Other applications, such as
the on-chip integration of high-end transmit and
receive parts, will deliver similar improvements in
PHEMT technologies. To meet all of these demands
will require further innovations in epitaxial growth
and process technology.
l
Further reading
T Henderson et al. 2007 CS Mantech Digest 247.
C K Lin et al. 2007 CS Mantech Digest 251.
W Peatman et al. 2007 CS Mantech Digest 243.
R Ramanathan et al. 2007 CS Mantech Digest 255.
R Stevenson 2006 Compound Semiconductor
September 26.

About the author
Tim Henderson is an
engineering fellow in the GaAs
process development group
based at TriQuint’s Oregon
facility. He is responsible for
BiHEMT and advanced HBT
development.
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Lasers

Rings speed wavelength switching
Micro-ring full-band tunable lasers can deliver fast and stable wavelength switching. This makes
them the ideal candidate for next-generation networks employing optical packet-switching
technology, say Shinji Matsuo and Toru Segawa from NTT Photonics Laboratories, Japan.
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Widely tunable lasers are key components in
optical networks based on wavelength division
multiplexing. They can be used to replace many
fixed-wavelength lasers as back-up sources, so long
as they can deliver a tuning range in excess of 40 nm
and a wavelength switching speed of typically 1 s.
The best designs that meet these requirements use
current injection into the semiconductor waveguide
to tune the emission wavelength. Since a singlewavelength control region limits tuning to 15 nm,
due to the maximum shift in refractive index that can
be induced in this type of structure, many of today’s
commercial offerings feature filter-based structures.
Such devices, which can cover an entire optical
communication band, employ a pair of filters with
comb-like reflectivity spectra in differing free
spectral ranges (FSRs). Several commercial lasers
are based on this technology, including JDSU’s sam-
pled grating (SG) DBR laser, Syntune’s Y-branched
emitter, and a super-structure-grating distributed
Bragg reflector (SSG-DBR) design manufactured
by our subsidiary, NTT Electronics Corporation.
Although these lasers can serve today’s optical
communication networks, they are not necessarily
suitable for next-generation infrastructure, which
will be based on optical packet-switching systems.
In these systems, wavelength switching will be
performed through an arrayed waveguide grating
(AWG) filter, with the tunable laser’s wavelengths at
the input port dictating the routing/switching of data
to the desired output port. For such an approach,
rapid switching and tuning of the lasing wavelength
is demanded on a packet-by-packet basis.
Tunable lasers operating in this type of network
also need to deliver a very stable emission wave-
length – even very small frequency drifts can pro-
duce cross-talk into the neighboring output ports of
the AWG filter. These drifts can occur over rela-
tively long time-intervals and are often attributed to
variations in injection current during tuning. These
variations alter the device’s temperature, leading to
changes in refractive index and lasing wavelength.
We have recently invented and demonstrated a
widely tunable laser that can fulfill all of these cri
teria (figure 1). This device consists of a gain section,
a phase-control region and a double-ring-resonatorconnected filter with two micro-ring resonators.
The ring resonators are simple circular waveguide
structures with several transmission peaks that can

(b) sampled grating
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–2000
0
2000
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4000
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Fig. 1. (top) (a) Ring resonators are a key part of NTT’s tunable lasers. Injecting current into these
structures alters their refractive index, spectral response and ultimately the emission wavelength of
the laser. (b) NTT’s 1.55 µm laser chip is just 1.0 × 0.3 mm in size and has a tuning range of more
than 50 nm. Fig. 2. (bottom) The ring resonators employed by NTT have a different frequency
response from the gratings used by other tunable laser developers. The gratings produce peaks with
varying reflectivity that ultimately prevent tunable lasers from providing fast switching, because
such structures cannot use low currents to control the emission wavelength. Ring resonators,
however, have an infinite number of resonant peaks, which is the key to their fast switching.

be tuned by varying the injection current. Each of
these ring resonators, which are tens of microns in
size, are coupled to a straight waveguide via a multi
mode interferometer coupler.
Our micro-ring-based filter is a small, simple
structure that reduces overall device costs and
increases production yield. In addition, it allows our
lasers to be fabricated with the same set of processes
that are used to make our other components for a
wavelength-routing device. The two steps required
to produce DBR-type lasers are also avoided – the
regrowth process for burying the gratings and any
form of high-resolution lithography.
Our ring resonator has superior spectral charac-
teristics compared with SSG and SG lasers, and it
features a narrow bandwidth filter with a Lorentzian-
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Fig. 3. (above left) Many of today’s commercial tunable lasers are grating-based designs that have a limited
number of resonant peaks, typically fewer than 10. This forces the FSR of the filter for this type of device to
be greater than 700 GHz. This high value hinders efforts to reduce the tuning current, and ultimately the
switching speed. In this calculation the total tuning range is 5 THz. Fig. 4. (above right) The FSR for the first
filter influences the peak reflectivity and the reflectivity difference between the resonant and adjacent
resonant peaks of the filter section. In this calculation we assumed a total tuning range of 5 THz, a constant
back-facet reflectivity of one for all wavelengths, and a multimode interferometer coupler loss of 0.2 dB. We
also assumed that the coupling coefficient and the propagation loss of the micro-ring waveguide were i) 0.5
and 100 dB/cm or ii) 0.27 and 10 dB/cm. Fig. 5. (below right) Calculated reflection spectrum from the filter
section in our micro-ring proposed laser. In this calculation the FSR of the first filter was 500 GHz and the
number of peaks of the filter response, which dictates the FSR of the second filter, was 10.
0
reflectivity from filter section (dB)

the filter response. (When these two values
are fixed they determine the value of FSR for
the second filter.) The light at the resonant
frequency of the two ring-resonators is
reflected by the back facet, before it passes
again into the gain region through the ring
resonators. This means that the reflection
spectrum consists of a double overlap of
the transmission spectrum of the two ringresonators. The actual lasing wavelength
corresponds to the frequency with the
maximum reflectivity, and this can be selected
by controlling the resonant frequency of the
ring resonators.

shaped response and an infinite number of resonant
peaks with the same reflectivity (figure 2a, p25).
These characteristics are ideal for tunable lasers
because they lead to a stable lasing mode and a high
side-mode suppression ratio. In comparison, the
grating-type filters that are employed in other tunable laser designs often have fewer than 10 peaks
About the authors
with similar reflectivity. Although that number can
Shinji Matsuo (left) is a
be raised by increasing the coupling coefficient of
senior research engineer in
the grating, a penalty of higher bandwidth results,
NTT Photonics Laboratories,
which reduces the laser’s stability and side-mode
who has focused on
suppression ratio (figure 2b, p25).
developing tunable lasers and
We have carried out calculations that consider the
photonic integration circuits.
effects
of filter response on laser performance (see
Toru Segawa (right) is a
box “Designing the filters”). This has led to a design
research engineer in NTT
Photonics Laboratories who is featuring two ring-resonators with FSR responses
of 483 and 520 GHz. This corresponds to first and
responsible for developing
tunable lasers.
second ring radii of 13.6 and 11.9 µm, respectively.
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Δλ = 5 THz
required peak number

Many of today’s commercial lasers have a
tuning range that depends on the difference
between the free spectral range (FSR) of the
two filters. In fact, the tuning range is equal
to the product of the FSR of the two filters,
divided by their difference.
Devices incorporating an SSG or SG DBR
typically produce less than 10 resonant
peaks, so the FSR of the filter needs to be
greater than 700 GHz (figure 3). In contrast,
tunable lasers based on micro-rings are free
from this restriction because they have far
more resonant peaks and any FSR can be
selected for this type of design.
The performance of tunable lasers can
be improved by lowering the tuning current
and current density. This leads to more
accurate wavelength switching, thanks to the
suppression of thermal frequency drift. The
current density is proportional to the square of
the refractive index difference. Reducing this
quantity requires an increase in the number
of resonant peaks and a reduction in the first
filter’s FSR (figure 3). Decreasing the first
filter’s FSR can be achieved by reducing the
peak reflectivity and the reflectivity difference
(figure 4).
To have a low FSR for a filter alongside a
wide tuning range also requires a low coupling
coefficient and ring waveguide loss. However,
this is not a tricky problem to address
because lower values for the FSR allow
increases in the curvature of the waveguide
for the ring resonator. This reduces the
propagation losses.
We have calculated the reflection spectrum
for our laser design (figure 5). This features a
FSR for the first filter of 500 GHz and a value
of 10 for the required number of peaks of

reflectivity difference (dB) peak reflectivity (dB)

Designing the filters
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–2000
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These micro-rings form the key part of our monolithic 1.0 × 0.3 mm laser, which contains a highreflection-coated back facet, an as-cleaved front
facet and a stack-layer structure that enables fabrication with a single regrowth step. In this structure an
active region – consisting of a multiple quantum well
layer sandwiched between upper and lower separate
confinement heterostructure layers – is grown on
top of a 0.3 µm thick InGaAsP layer (λg=1.40 µm).
The gain and phase control sections of our microring tunable laser are 400 and 200 µm long, respect
ively. They feature a ridge waveguide structure
1.6 µm wide and 2.0 µm high. The ring resonators
contain a 1.2 µm wide, 4 µm high deep-ridge waveguide that is formed using chlorine-based reactive
ion etching in an inductively coupled plasma.
This laser’s emission wavelength can be switched
within 3 ns and it delivers a tuning range in excess
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of 50 nm. The wavelength is selected by varying the
second ring’s injection current from 0 to 5.2 mA
(figure 6). When no current is applied to either of the At 3.7 mA the emission jumped to 1522 nm.
ring resonators and the injection current in the gain
The very low currents required for wavelength
region is set to 94 mA, lasing occurs at 1533 nm.
switching improve our laser’s wavelength stability.
Increasing the current in the second ring reduces These variations are less than 5 GHz (figure 7).
the refractive index in its waveguide, leading to lonThese results show the importance of reducing
ger emission wavelengths. Increasing this current injection current to improve the laser’s speed and
produces a range of lasing emission wavelengths stability associated with switching emission wavewith a fixed wavelength difference, and side-mode length. The results are encouraging, but our calcusuppression ratios of more than 30 dB. The device’s lations show that better performance is possible if
M CS AD 1007 Recruit Quarter 20/11/07 13:26 Page 1
actual
emission wavelength depends on the FSR of we fabricate a laser with an FSR of 200 GHz and a
l
the first ring, because lasing occurs at the resonance maximum refractive index change of 0.1%.
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LEDs

Dots deliver phosphor-free white light
White LEDs featuring indium-rich quantum
dots, rather than a yellow-emitting phosphor,
have been built by Hong Chen’s team from
the Chinese Academy of Sciences.
“Our work provides a novel approach
to casting off the limitations of a [downconverting] phosphor,” said Chen. According to him, phosphor-free devices promise
to deliver longer lifetimes and higher output
efficiencies than conventional LED designs.
The researchers fabr icated their
300 μm × 300 μm LED chips by low-pressure
MOCVD growth on sapphire substrates. A
3 μm thick buffer was grown, followed by
220 nm of InGaN, a four-period active region
comprising 3 nm InGaN quantum wells and
14 nm GaN barriers, and a p-type region.
Transmission electron microscopy
revealed spinodial decomposition of InGaN

GaN Op toelectronics

Non-polar LEDs can now deliver far higher
output powers and efficiencies in the blue
thanks to the efforts of Kenji Iso and coworkers at the University of California,
Santa Barbara.
The team’s encapsulated LEDs are not as
efficient as today’s best conventional devices
(which have the handicap of strong internal
polarization fields), but their brightest 468 nm
emitter delivers output powers and external
quantum efficiencies of 8.9 mW and 16.8% at
20 mA, and 27.6 mW and 10.4% at 100 mA.
Iso and colleagues fabricated the
300 µm × 300 µm devices using MOCVD
on m-plane Mitsubishi Chemical GaN. The

emission intensity would have to be maintained at higher drive currents. However,
this should not be a major obstacle, because
the current density through the team’s chip at
60 mA is almost identical to that of a 1 × 1 mm
power chip operating at 700 mA.
One downside of the phosphor-free device
is its efficacy, which is lower than 10 lm/W.
The researchers are planning to develop new
technology to increase quantum efficiency.
“We also need to investigate how to control the ratio of blue and yellow light intensities, and see whether yellow emission can
be shifted to longer wavelengths,” explained
Chen. If this is possible, it would improve the
device’s color-rendering index.
Journal reference
X H Wang 2007 Appl. Phys. Lett. 91 161912.

The best device had a six-period multiple
quantum well that featured 8 nm thick wells
and 37.5 nm thick barriers.
Surprisingly, variations in the barrier’s
thickness produced a 43 nm shift in peak
emission wavelength. “We don’t know the
reason for this,” admitted Iso.
Increasing drive current from 1 to 100 mA
led to an emission blue-shift of 3.7 nm. This
variation is not due to polarization-related
The non-polar LED features a six-period InGaN/GaN electric fields but to the band-filling effect
multiple quantum well, an undoped AlGaN electron
of deep localized energy states.
blocking layer and an indium tin oxide contact.
Iso believes that non-polar LEDs could
provide efficient emission in the so-called
substrates were polished with chemical and “green-gap”. The team is working towards
mechanical treatments and had a threading this goal by optimizing the growth condidislocation density of less than 5 × 106 cm–2. tions for 500 nm emitters.
Various LED epistructures were produced.
These had similar designs to conventional
Journal reference
devices but with different active regions.
K Iso et al. 2007 Jap. J. App. Phys. 40 L960.
UCSB

UCSB ramps non-polar
blue LED output power

in the quantum wells. This phase separation
– enhanced by the InGaN underlayer – leads
to indium-rich quantum dots with a diameter
of 3–4 nm and a density of 1012 cm–2.
At LED drive currents of less than 5 mA,
yellow emission from the dots dominates
the device’s output. However, blue emission
kicks in at higher currents and the ratio of
blue-to-yellow emission intensity is almost
constant between 20 and 60 mA.
This leads to a stable white light output
over this current range, which makes the
chip suitable for LED lighting applications.
In fact, Chen says that the device can overcome the unwanted color change that plagues
many phosphor-converted white LEDs when
the drive current is changed.
If quantum-dot LEDs were to replace the
light bulb, then their ratio of blue-to-yellow

Research in brief…
…GaN shows multijunction potential
A US partnership led by Georgia Institute of
Technology has built GaN/InGaN solar cells
on sapphire substrates with internal quantum
efficiencies of 60% and open circuit voltages
of up to 2.4 V.
The devices could be used to improve
the performance of existing terrestrial
multijunction cells, which need an additional
cell with a bandgap beyond 2.4 eV to boost
their conversion efficiency from 40 to 50%.
The team’s MOCVD-grown cell is not optimal
– it suffers from phase separation, which
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reduces the open circuit voltage and the
photogenerated current.
Inefficiencies also result from the semitransparent current spreading layer that
absorbs up to 40% of the incident light.
Journal reference
O Jani 2007 Appl. Phys. Lett. 91 132117.

…VCSELs hit 35 Gbit/s
Larry Coldren’s team from the University of
California, Santa Barbara, has broken the
VCSEL-based data transmission record with a

980 nm laser capable of delivering 35 Gbit/s.
The design is claimed to be suitable for
mass-production and does not require any ionimplementation or regrowth steps.
High speeds resulted from a small mode
volume, which was created by using a tapered
oxide aperture and placing the n-type contact
within five mirror pairs of the active region.
Data transmission experiments through
optical fiber gave a bit error rate of 9.2 × 10–12.
Journal reference
Y-C Chang 2007 Elec. Lett. 43 1227.
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